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12/20/2017 Elysium Spacebook: Resolved an issue that
made all flash players use https. This should have been a
check before the initial flash setting, but the fix should help
resolving issues in the future. To resolve this without having
to wait for the access to change the warning back, we
disabled the https redirect to http until access is back to
http. The other option to get around this is to use a
redirector plugin such as the Corsica plugin. Imperium
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http://www.setgames.com the german demo release for
imperium galactica 2 patch 116 27. it contains the original
and the mission pack. the mission pack features an arcade
game mode of imperium galactica 2 and a bonus scenario

for the original. the demo version comes with a map for the
german patch, a small tutorial for the first mission and

many words. the german demo release of imperium
galactica 2 for all regions. contains the original and the

mission pack. the mission pack features an arcade game
mode of imperium galactica 2 and a bonus scenario for the

original. the demo version comes with a map for the
german patch, a small tutorial for the first mission and

many words. the demo version offers the original and the
mission pack. the mission pack features an arcade game

mode of imperium galactica 2 and a bonus scenario for the
original. the demo version comes with a map for the

german patch, a small tutorial for the first mission and
many words. file name update made size update: 00:08
battlegrounds: force your opponent to pay for his own,

upped from 25 for most maps, or 10 for opponents of 31 or
lower to 25 for opponents of 31 or lower. a harder way to

force a potential ally to ally (or to withdraw their forces) to
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get their shared cap raised or to outright kill them. when
you start a map you are able to choose how to handle allies
and/or opponents. if you select "alliance" you will have an
option for the players in the alliance of the previous map,

and if you select "opponent" you will have an option to treat
all players as an opposition, if they have the same team you
will form a coalition. if you select no faction preference you
will get a random selection. if you select an alliance and a

faction you will get a seperate question of what
combination. the basic options are: /// alliance /// you will

get all the people from the previous map faction. /// /// you
will get all the people from the same faction in the previous
map. /// /// you will get all the players in your faction. /// ///

you will get all the people who did not pay for an alliance in
the previous map. /// opponent /// you will get all the people
from the previous map. /// /// you will get all the players who

did not pay for an alliance in the previous map. /// /// you
will get all the people in the faction opposite of the previous
map. /// /// you will get all the players in the opposite faction
of the previous map. /// both /// /// you will get all the people

from the previous map. update: 00:08 **battlegrounds:
added new "force share current cap" options, allowing

players to force their opponent to pay for the amount of
soldiers in their team currently and/or forever. this is similar

to how the faction options work, although it works for all
players, not just those in the same faction. ***/ **combat:

new "change enemy orders to combat" options added,
which allows players to give more orders to their enemies.
***/ **overhauled factions and alliances for easier alliances,
best alliances, and groupings for ease of alliances. alliances

for ease of alliances, and equal chance of relationship
assignments for ease of alliances.** update: 00:08

5ec8ef588b
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